
Hexamove Pro: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAcpCTGdGg0 

 

“Introducing Hexamove Pro” text appears on screen in front of a blue background. 

Text disappears and a side-profile view of a woman with white in-ear headphones, walking from right to 

left, comes into focus from her shoulders up. The camera moves with her as she walks. 

She is initially wearing a black coat, but as she walks everything in the video stays the same except for 

the headphones and her outfit. The headphones switch from in-ear to adding and removing the over-ear 

support option, while her top changes into a tank top and then into a brown coat over a black turtleneck 

shirt.  

The camera moves to the left to a blank blue screen where the text “Multiple Fit Options” is shown, and 

the white in-ear headphone is shown to the left of the text rotating and showing additional options. The 

headphone shows additional models: in-ear fittings, the fins added, over-ear hooks, as well as a neck 

strap and stabilizer. 

The text changes as the headphone rotates and changes models to “For Music That Moves You And 

Design That Stays Put”. 

The video returns to the woman face-on this time with white in-ear headphones dancing and nodding to 

the music. She quickly disappears offscreen. 

The white in-ear headphones return to the left side of the screen and text on the right “Electrifying 

Sound”. 

The headphone turns sideways to the camera and expands into each individual piece of the headphone 

from the magnetic shield on the outside (left), the computer chip and inner parts, to the in-ear fitting 

(right). 

The camera cuts to a mirrored video of the individual pieces where they rotate together as one. When 

the rotation shows the back of the headphone facing the camera and the individual pieces are hiding 

behind the shield, the headphones return to a single put-together headphone and continue the rotation. 

The text “Engineered by Experts” is shown underneath during rotation. 

The video cuts back to the lady in front of a blue screen, she is now adjusting her headphones on her 

phone. The text “Personalize Your Sound” is shown and the video cuts back to the blue background with 

an equalizer design pulsing under the new text “With The V-MODA App”. 

A woman returns to the video from a side-profile view from the shoulders up, walking from the left side 

of the screen to right. This time the background colors shift from purple to teal, and then blue. While 

walking and the background is changing the text “And Change Your Shields” is shown, while the outside 

of the in-ear headphones change from having a custom logo to no logo, to the V-MODA logo. 

As she walks out of the screen and the blue background remains, the in-ear headphones appear from 

the left and showcase the outer shields changing from white shields with a black V-MODA logo to a gold 

shield with a black V-MODA logo, back to the white shields with a black V-MODA logo. The text next to 

the headphone says, “To Suit Your Mood”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAcpCTGdGg0


The headphone moves to the right side of the screen, and the text now on the left side of the screen 

shows “And Take On The Elements” “IPX4 Rated”. 

The screen returns to the woman in the video who uses her right hand to double-tap the outside of her 

in-ear headphones. The text “Control Music, Calls and Voice Assistants” is shown. 

The woman beings to walk as the camera follows from the previous side-profile view with the text “All 

Day Long” showing. 

The woman disappears from the video and the in-ear headphones appear on the left side, with a battery 

icon displaying fully charged appears on the right above the text “With 6 Hours Playback Time”. 

Then the video cuts to white headphones above a white travel case on the left, and black headphones 

over a black travel case on the right. The headphones slowly drop into their case and the case closes. 

The text “And 18 Hours In The Case” is shown above the headphones and their cases. 

A blank light purple background is shown with the text “Hexamove Pro For Music That Moves You”. 

The Red V-MODA logo is shown on Black Background. 


